Quick instrument
This is a really difficult one, because there is no internationally accepted definition of what a good journal is -apart from the JRSM, of course! Here is a collection of good journal indicators with an accompanying brief rationale where necessary:
(1) Inclusion in library lists: as subscription costs rocket you only go for the best (2) Indexing (NLM, ISI): basking in reflected prestige of the indexing body (3) Citations: your colleagues will cite what they read and like (4) Not throwaway: a study has shown that throwaway journals present lower quality information (but use better language) (5) Not publishing single drug company-sponsored supplements: bias galore (6) Indexes of scrutiny: more authors, but also more editors, equal more scrutiny and better quality (7) Indexes of competition: higher number of submissions with space limits mean a more desirable journal 
Rationale
Few of these indicators have an empirical basis. Some, such as the numbers of mistakes, are intui-tive. For others such as the impact factor (which has become gospel, despite its purely quantitative nature) there is no evidence of their effectiveness in distinguishing 'good' from 'bad' journals. The quotes are necessary because, as we have seen, no one knows what good and bad mean with regard to journals. The only real evidence points against reliance on throwaway journals or those which publish single-sponsor supplements. Use these indicators if you wish, or develop your own. But be ready to change your mind if and when we have more evidence.
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